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Abstract XML databases, providing structural query-

ing support, are becoming more and more popular. As we

know, XML data may change over time and providing an

efficient support to queries which also involve temporal

aspects is still an open issue. In this paper we present

our native Temporal XML Query Processor, which ex-

ploits an ad-hoc temporal indexing scheme relying on re-

lational approaches and a technology supporting temporal

slicing. As we show through an extensive experimental

evaluation, our solution achieves good efficiency results,

outperforming stratum-based solutions when dealing with

time-related application requirements while continuing to

guarantee good performance in traditional scenarios.

Keywords: XML, native temporal XML query processor,

temporal slicing, temporal index, holistic twig join

1 Introduction

As data changes over time, the possibility to deal
with historical information is essential to many com-
puter applications, such as accounting, banking, law,
medical records and customer relationship manage-
ment. In the last years, researchers have tried to pro-
vide answers to this need by proposing models and
languages for representing and querying XML data
not only structurally, but also temporally. Recent
works on this topic include [3, 4, 6, 8].

The key to supporting most temporal queries in
any language is to time-slice the input data while re-
taining period timestamping. A time-varying XML
document records a version history and temporal
slicing makes the different states of the document
available to the application needs. The paper [4]
has the merit of having been the first to raise the
temporal slicing issue in the XML context, where
timestamps are distributed throughout XML docu-
ments. The proposed solution relies on a stratum
approach whose advantage is that they can exploit
existing techniques in the underlying XML query en-
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Figure 1: Reference example.

gine, such as query optimization and query evalua-
tion. However, standard XML query engines are not
aware of the temporal semantics and thus it makes
more difficult to map temporal XML queries into ef-
ficient “vanilla” queries and to apply query optimiza-
tion and indexing techniques particularly suited for
temporal XML documents. In this paper we present
our native solution to temporal slicing [7] and we
compare it in detail with the traditional stratum ap-
proaches. Our idea is to propose the changes that a
“conventional” XML pattern matching engine would
need to be able to slice time-varying XML docu-
ments. In this way, we can benefit from the XML
pattern matching techniques present in the litera-
ture, where the focus is on the structural aspects
which are intrinsic also in temporal XML data, and,
at the same time, we can freely extend them to be-
come temporally aware. In particular, we exploit a
novel temporal indexing scheme, which extends the



inverted list technology proposed in [9] in order to
allow the storing of time-varying XML documents,
and a flexible technology supporting temporal slic-
ing, consisting in alternative solutions relying on the
holistic twig join approach [1], which is one of the
most popular approaches for XML pattern match-
ing. The proposed solutions act at the different
levels of the holistic twig join architectures and in-
clude the introduction of novel algorithms and the
exploitation of different access methods. The ben-
efits of our native approach over the stratum one
are manifold: the native approach is able to ac-
cess and retrieve only the strictly necessary data and
there is no need to retrieve whole XML documents
and build space-consuming structures such as DOM
trees. Thus, main memory space requirements, I/O
and CPU costs can be significantly limited.

This paper is organized as follows: we begin by
analyzing the temporal slicing problem, comparing
the stratum and native approaches in Section 2. In
Section 3 we describe our native proposal’s indexing
scheme and technology more in detail. Finally, Sec-
tion 4 presents a range of experimental results and
Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Temporal Slicing: Stratum
vs. Native Approach

Let us start by clarifying the concepts of temporal
querying on multiversion XML documents and, in
particular, of temporal slicing. A time-varying XML
document records a version history, which consists
of the information in each version, along with times-
tamps indicating the lifetime of that version [3]. Fig.
1-a shows the tree representation of a time-varying
XML document, which will serve as our reference ex-
ample, taken from a legislative repository of norms.
Data nodes are identified by capital letters. For sim-
plicity’s sake, timestamps are defined on a single time
dimension and the granularity is the year. Temporal
slicing is essentially the snapshot of the time-varying
XML document(s) at a given time point but, in its
broader meaning, it consists in computing simultane-
ously the portion of each state of time-varying XML
document(s) which is contained in a given tempo-
ral window and which matches with a given XML
query twig pattern. The resulting slice consists of
nodes that: (i) satisfy the query nodes predicates;
(ii) are structurally consistent (i.e. parent-child and
ancestor-descendant relationship are satisfied); (iii)
are temporally consistent (i.e. the intersection of
their lifetime is non-empty and contained in the tem-
poral window). Fig. 1-b shows the output of the tem-
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Figure 2: “Stratum” versus “Native” architectures.

poral slicing example of our reference time-varying
XML document for the period [1994, now].

Supporting temporal slicing is the key to sup-
porting most temporal querying applications. In
the last years, different proposals have been made
for querying the temporal aspect of XML data by
means of temporal slicing. In [4], the authors sug-
gest a stratum-based implementation to exploit the
availability of XQuery engines. Indeed, stratum ar-
chitectures are quite popular, however they not al-
ways deliver the desired level of performance. For
instance, even if in [4] different optimizations of the
initial time-slicing approach are proposed, the solu-
tion results in long XQuery programs also for simple
temporal queries and postprocessing phases in order
to coalesce the query results. Let us now analyze the
features of a stratum architecture, comparing it with
a native one.

As shown in Fig. 2-a, a traditional stratum archi-
tecture relies on two different components: A stan-
dard XML engine offering XML document manage-
ment facilities and handling structural constraints,
and a software stratum that is built on top of the
former to handle the temporal aspects. The experi-
mental results of an implementation of the stratum
approach show a postprocessing behavior that is lin-
ear with the number of the documents involved in
the results (see [6, 5] for further details). Moreover,
a standard XML engine is not aware of the temporal
semantics and thus it makes more difficult to apply
query optimization and indexing techniques particu-
larly suited for temporal XML documents. Instead,
a native approach, such as the one we present in
this paper, relies on a novel architecture (shown in



Fig. 2-b). It is composed of a Temporal XML Query
Processor designed on purpose, which is able to man-
age the XML data repository and to provide all the
structural and temporal query facilities in a single
component. Differently from the stratum approach,
where temporal constraints are processed separately,
all the structural and temporal constraints are si-
multaneously handled by the Temporal XML Query
Processor. Such a component stores the XML norms
not as entire documents but by converting them into
a collection of ad-hoc temporal tuples, represent-
ing each of its multi-version parts. The benefits of
the native approach over the stratum one are man-
ifold: By querying ad-hoc and temporally-enhanced
structures (which have a finer granularity than en-
tire documents), the native approach is able to access
and retrieve only the strictly necessary data. Then,
only the parts which are required and which satisfy
the temporal constraints are used for the reconstruc-
tion of the retrieved documents and there is no need
to retrieve whole XML documents and build space-
consuming structures such as DOM trees.

Native solutions have been also proposed in [2],
which introduces techniques for storing and query-
ing multiversion XML documents, and in [8], where
the authors propose an approach for evaluating TX-
Path queries integrating the temporal dimension into
a path indexing scheme. However, these approaches
show large overheads when “conventional” queries
involving structural constraints and spanning over
multiple versions are submitted to the system, since
query processing requires the full navigation of the
document collection structure and the execution of
binary joins between them. Further, the main mem-
ory representation of the indices is very large (more
than 10 times the size of the original documents in
[8]). In the following section, we present in detail our
native solution, which fully supports temporal slic-
ing and tries to overcome these shortcomings, pro-
viding good querying performance both in temporal
and traditional scenarios.

3 Providing a Native Support
for Temporal Slicing

Existing work on “conventional” XML query pro-
cessing (see, for example, [9]) shows that captur-
ing the XML document structure using traditional
indices is a good solution. Being timestamps dis-
tributed throughout the structure of XML docu-
ments, we decided to start from one of the most pop-
ular approaches for XML query processing whose ef-
ficiency in solving structural constraints is proved. In

particular, our solution for temporal slicing support
consists in an extension to the indexing scheme de-
scribed in [9] such that time-varying XML databases
can be implemented, and in alternative changes to
the holistic twig join technology [1] in order to ef-
ficiently support the time-slice operator in different
scenarios.

3.1 The Temporal Indexing Scheme

The indexing scheme described in [9] is an exten-
sion of the classic inverted index data structure in in-
formation retrieval which maps elements and strings
to inverted lists. The position of an element occur-
rence is represented in each inverted list as a tuple
(DocId, LeftPos:RightPos,LevelNum) where (a)
DocId is the identifier of the document, (b) LeftPos
and RightPos are the positions of the start and end
of the element, respectively, and (c) LevelNum is the
depth of the node in the document. In this context,
structural relationships between tree nodes can be
easily determined [9].

As temporal XML documents are XML docu-
ments containing time-varying data, they can be
indexed using the interval-based scheme described
above and thus by indexing timestamps as “stan-
dard” tuples. On the other hand, timestamped
nodes have a specific semantics which should be
exploited when documents are accessed and, in
particular, when the time-slice operation is ap-
plied. Our proposal adds time to the interval-
based indexing scheme by substituting the in-
verted indices in [9] with temporal inverted in-
dices. In each temporal inverted index, be-
sides the position of an element occurrence in the
time-varying XML database, the tuple (DocId,
LeftPos:RightPos,LevelNum|TempPer)
contains an implicit temporal attribute, TempPer.
It consists of a sequence of From:To temporal at-
tributes, one for each involved temporal dimension,
and represents a period. Thus, our temporal inverted
indices are in 1NF and each timestamped node,
whose lifetime is a temporal element containing a
number of periods, is encoded through as many tu-
ples having the same projection on the non-temporal
attributes (DocId, LeftPos:RightPos,LevelNum)
but with different TempPer values, each representing
a period.

Each time-varying XML document to be inserted
in the database undergoes a pre-processing phase
where (i) the lifetime of each node is derived from
the timestamps associated with it, (ii) in case, the
resulting lifetime is extended to the whole timeline
of each temporal dimension on which it has not been
defined. Fig. 3 illustrates the structure of the four



contents (1, 2:13, 2 | 1991:1994), (1, 2:13, 2 | 1996:now)
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Figure 3: The temporal inverted indices for the ref-
erence example
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Figure 4: The basic holistic twig join architecture

indices for the reference example. Notice that the
snapshot node A, whose label is law, is extended to
the temporal dimension by setting the pertinence of
the corresponding tuple to [1970, now].

3.2 A Technology for the Time-Slice
Operator

The basic four level architecture of the holistic twig
join approach is depicted in Fig. 4. The approach
maintains in main-memory a chain of linked stacks
to compactly represent partial results to root-to-
leaf query paths, which are then composed to ob-
tain matches for the twig pattern (level SOL in Fig-
ure). In particular, given a path involving the nodes
q1, . . . , qn, the algorithm presented in [1] works on
the inverted indices Iq1 , . . . , Iqn (level L0 in Fig-
ure) and builds solutions from the stacks Sq1 , . . . , Sqn

(level L2 in Figure). During the computation, thanks
to a deletion policy, the set of stacks contains data
nodes which are guaranteed to lie on a root-to-leaf
path in the XML database and thus represents in
linear space a compact encoding of partial and total
answers to the query twig pattern. The skeleton of
the holistic twig join (HTJ from now on) algorithm
is the following:

While there are nodes to be processed

(1) Choose the next node nq̄

(2) Apply the deletion policy

(3) Push the node nq̄ into the pertinence stack

Sq̄

(4) Output solutions

At each iteration the algorithm identifies the next
node to be processed. To this end, for each query

node q, at level L1 there is the node in the inverted
index Iq with the smaller LeftPos value and not yet
processed. Among those, the algorithm chooses the
node with the smaller value, let it be nq̄. Then, it
removes partial answers form the stacks that cannot
be extended to total answers and push the node nq̄

into the stack Sq̄. Whenever a node associated with a
leaf node of the query path is pushed on a stack, the
set of stacks contains an encoding of total answers
and the algorithm outputs these answers.

The time-slice operator can be implemented by
applying minimal changes to the holistic twig join
architecture. The time-varying XML database is
recorded in the temporal inverted indices, which sub-
stitute the “conventional” inverted index at the lower
level of the architecture. Thus the holistic twig join
algorithms continue to work, as they are responsi-
ble for the structural consistency of the slices and
provide the best management of the stacks from this
point of view. Temporal consistency, instead, must
be checked on each answer output of the overall pro-
cess. The performances of this first solution are less
than optimal, since join algorithms can produce a
lot of answers which are structurally consistent but
which are eventually discarded as they are not tem-
porally consistent. This situation implies useless
computations due to an uncontrolled growth of the
the number of tuples put on the stacks. To the light
of these facts, a smart management of the temporal
consistency aspects is needed.

3.3 Managing Temporal Consistency

Temporal consistency considers two aspects: The in-
tersection of the involved tuples’ lifetimes must be
non-empty (non-empty intersection constraint) and
it must be contained in the temporal window (con-
tainment constraint). We devised alternative solu-
tions which rely on these two different aspects of
temporal consistency and act at the different levels
of the architecture with the aim of limiting the num-
ber of temporally useless nodes the algorithms put
in the stacks.

Not all temporal tuples which enter level L1 will
at the end belong to the set of slices. In particular,
some of them will be discarded due to the non-empty
intersection constraint. The following Lemma char-
acterizes this aspect. Without lose of generality, it
only considers paths, as the twig matching algorithm
relies on the path matching one.

Proposition 1 Let (D,L : R,N |T ) be a tuple be-
longing to the temporal inverted index Iq, Iq1 , . . . , Iqk

the inverted indices of the ancestors of q and TPqi =⋃
σLeftPos<L(Iqi)|TempPer, for i ∈ [1, k], the union
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of the temporal pertinences of all the tuples in Iqi

having LeftPos smaller than L. Then (D, L :
R, N |T ) will belong to no slice if the intersection
of its temporal pertinence with TPq1 , . . . , TPqk

is
empty, i.e. T ∩ TPq1 ∩ . . . ∩ TPqk

= ∅.

Notice that, at each step of the process, the tuples
having LeftPos smaller than L can be in the stacks,
in the buffers or still have to be read from the in-
verted indices. However, looking for such tuples in
the three levels of the architecture would be quite
computationally expensive. Thus, we proceed in two
ways: We exploit an enhanced buffer loading algo-
rithm (Load algorithm in the following) which allows
us to look only at the stack level and we associate a
temporal pertinence to each stack (temporal stack),
thus avoiding to access the temporal pertinence of
the tuples contained in the stacks. Such a temporal
pertinence must therefore be updated at each push
and pop operation. At each step of the process, for
efficiency purposes both in the update and in the in-
tersection phase, such a temporal pertinence is the
smaller multidimensional period Pq containing the
union of the temporal pertinence of the tuples in the
stack Sq.

The intuition behind the Load algorithm (see [7])
is to avoid loading the temporal tuples encoding a
node in the pertinence buffer Bq if the inverted in-
dices associated with the parents of q contain tuples
with LeftPos smaller than that of nq and not yet
processed. In this way, a tuple (D,L : R, N |T ) in Bq

will belong to no slice if the intersection of its tem-
poral pertinence T with the multidimensional period
Pq1→qk

= Pq1∩. . .∩Pqk
intersecting the periods of the

stacks of the ancestors q1, . . . , qk of q is empty. For
instance, at the first iteration of the HTJ algorithm
applied to the reference example, step 1 and step 3
produce the situation depicted in Fig. 5. Notice that
when the tuple (1, 4 : 5, 4|1970 : 1990) encoding node
D (label article) enters level L1 all the tuples with
LeftPos smaller than 4 are already at level L2 and,
thanks to the above consideration, we can state that

it will belong to no slice.
We can exploit the non-empty intersection con-

straint to prevent the insertion of useless nodes into
the stacks by acting at level L1 or L2 of the archi-
tecture. At level L2 we act at step 3 of the HTJ
algorithm by simply avoiding pushing into the stack
Sq each temporal tuple (D, L : R, N |T ) encoding the
next node to be processed. At level L1, instead, we
avoid loading in any buffer Bq each temporal tuple
encoding nq which will belong to no slice. In this
case, the only loaded tuples will be those having the
minimum LeftPos greater than the one of the last
processed node and whose TempPer intersects the pe-
riod of the ancestor stacks. To this purpose, our so-
lution uses time-key indices combining the LeftPos
attribute with the attributes Fromj:Toj of TempPer
representing one temporal dimension in order to im-
prove the performances of range-interval selection
queries on the inverted indices. In order to be able
to use simple B+-trees, which cluster data primarily
on a single attribute, we performed an attribute con-
catenation and we built B+-trees that cluster first on
the LeftPos attribute, then on the end time Toj and
finally on the start time Fromj of the interval.

As to the containment constraint, the following
proposition holds:

Proposition 2 Let (D,L : R,N |T ) be a tuple be-
longing to the temporal inverted index Iq. Then
(D, L : R, N |T ) will belong to no slice if the inter-
section of its temporal pertinence with the temporal
window t-window is empty.

It allows us to act at level L1 and L2, where the
approach is the same as the non-empty intersection
constraint; it is sufficient to use the temporal win-
dow t-window, and thus Prop. 2, for selecting the
relevant tuples.

3.4 Combining Solutions

The non-empty intersection constraint and the con-
tainment constraint are orthogonal thus, in principle,
the solutions presented in the above subsections can
be freely combined in order to decrease the number of
useless tuples we put in the stacks. Each combination
gives rise to a different scenario denoted as “X/Y”,
where “X” and “Y” are the employed solutions for
the non-empty intersection constraint and for the
containment constraint, respectively (e.g. scenario
L1/L2 employs solution L1 for the non-empty inter-
section constraint and solution L2 for the contain-
ment constraint). In scenario L1/L1 the manage-
ment of the two constraints can be easily combined
by querying the indices with the intersection of the
temporal pertinence of the ancestors (Proposition 1)



and the required temporal window. All other com-
binations are straightforwardly achievable, but not
necessarily advisable. In particular, when L1 is in-
volved for any of the two constraints the L1 indices
have to be built and queried: Therefore, it is best
to combine the management of the two constraints
as in L1/L1 discussed above. Finally, notice that
the baseline scenario is the SOL/SOL one, involving
none of the solutions discussed in this paper.

4 Experimental Evaluation

In this section we present the results of an actual
implementation of our native XML query processor
supporting temporal slicing, comparing it with the
stratum implementation presented in [6] and showing
its behavior in different execution scenarios.

The document collection follows the structure of
the documents used in [6], where three temporal di-
mensions are involved, and have been generated by a
configurable XML generator. On average, each docu-
ment contains 30-40 nodes, a depth level of 10, 10-15
of these nodes are timestamped nodes, each one in
2-3 versions composed by the union of 1-2 distinct
periods.

Experiments were conducted on a reference col-
lection, consisting of 5000 documents (120 MB) gen-
erated following a uniform distribution and charac-
terized by not much scattered nodes, and on several
variations of it. We tested the performance of the
time-slice operator with different twig and t-window
parameters. Due to the lack of space, in this paper
we will deepen the performance analysis by consid-
ering the same path, involving three nodes, and dif-
ferent temporal windows as our focus is not on the
structural aspects.

4.1 Efficiency Evaluation

We evaluated the performances of the time-slice op-
erator in terms of execution time and number of tu-
ples that are put in the buffers and in the stacks for
each feasible computation scenario.

Evaluation of the Default Setting. We
started by testing the time-slice operator with a de-
fault setting (denoted as TS1 in the following). Its
temporal window has a selectivity of 20%, i.e. 20%
of the tuples stored in the temporal inverted indexes
involved by the twig pattern intersect the temporal
window. The returned solutions are 5584.

Table 1 shows the performance of each scenario
when executing TS1. In particular, from the left:
The execution time, the percentage of potential solu-
tions at level SOL that are not temporally consistent

Table 1: Eval. of computation scenarios with TS1.

Evaluation Execution Non-Consistent Tuples (%)
scenarios: Time (ms) Solutions (%) Buffer Stack

L1/L1 1890 23.10 % 7.99 % 7.76 %
L2/L1 1953 23.10 % 9.23 % 7.76 %

SOL/L1 2000 39.13 % 9.43 % 9.17 %

L1/L2 2625 23.10 % 17.95 % 7.76 %
L2/L2 2797 23.10 % 23.37 % 7.76 %

SOL/L2 2835 39.13 % 23.80 % 9.17 %

L1/SOL 12125 95.74 % 88.92 % 88.85 %
L2/SOL 12334 95.74 % 99.33 % 88.85 %

SOL/SOL 12688 96.51 % 100.00 % 100.00 %

and, in the last two columns, the percentage of tuples
that are put in the buffers and in the stacks w.r.t.
the total number of tuples involved in the evaluation.

The best result is given by the computation sce-
nario L1/L1: Its execution time is more than 6 times
faster than the execution time of the baseline sce-
nario SOL/SOL. Such a result clearly shows that
combining solutions at a low level of the architecture,
such as L1, avoids I/O costs for reading unnecessary
tuples and their further elaboration cost at the up-
per levels. The decrease of read tuples from 100% of
SOL/SOL to just 7.99% of L1/L1 and the decrease
of temporally inconsistent solutions from 96.51% of
SOL/SOL to 23.1% of L1/L1 represent a remarkable
result in terms of efficiency. TS1 represents a typical
querying setting where the containment constraint is
much more selective than the non-empty intersection
constraint. This consideration induces us to analyse
the obtained performances by partitioning the sce-
narios in three groups, */L1, */L2 and */SOL, on
the basis of the adopted containment constraint so-
lution. The scenarios within each group show similar
execution time and percentages of tuples (see paper
[7] for an in-depth analysis). Moreover, within each
group it should be noticed that rising the non-empty
intersection constraint solution from level L1 to level
SOL produces more and more deterioration in the
overall performances.

Native vs Stratum Comparison. After having
measured the behavior of the native implementation
in the default setting, we wanted to compare its per-
formance to the one obtainable through a standard
stratum approach. In order to do that, we performed
additional tests using an available implementation of
a temporal-aware stratum-based engine. In general,
as we saw in the past sections, stratum approaches
require two distinct phases in order to provide the
final results since they handle structural and tempo-
ral constraints in separate components. In the first
phase, all the whole documents satisfying the struc-
tural constraints are retrieved, then from the DOM
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representation the portions of each of these docu-
ments that do not verify the temporal constraints
are pruned out in a post-processing phase. From the
tests we performed, we saw that our stratum pro-
cessor was able to perform the first phase of the de-
fault setting in nearly 20 seconds, which is more than
7 times the time required by our novel XML query
processor. Further, and this is typical of most stra-
tum implementations, the postprocessing phase was
linear with the number of the documents retrieved;
in our case, it processed nearly 10 documents per
second. From these and further tests we performed,
we can state that a native implementation such as
ours generally outperforms stratum performance in
most temporal settings. Moreover, the native imple-
mentation required less than 5% of main memory of
the DOM-based approach, typically used in stratum
implementations.

Changing the Selectivity of the Temporal
Window. We are now interested in showing how
our XML query processor responds to the execution
of temporal slicing with different selectivity levels;
to this purpose we considered a second time-slice
(TS2) having a selectivity of 31% (lower than TS1)
and returning 12873 solutions. Figure 6 shows the
percentage of read tuples of TS2 compared with our
reference time-slice setting (TS1). Notice that the
trend of growth of the percentage of read tuples along
the different scenarios is similar (the trends in exe-
cution time show similar behaviours). Further, in
the SOL/SOL scenario both queries have the same
number of tuples and execution time in the buffers
because no selectivity is applied at the lower levels.

5 Conclusion

The native approach proposed in this paper extends
one of the most efficient approaches for XML query
processing and the underlying indexing scheme in or-

der to support temporal slicing and overcome most of
the previously discussed problems. Starting from the
holistic twig join approach [1], we proposed new flex-
ible technologies consisting in alternative solutions
and extensively experimented them in different set-
tings. The resulting Temporal XML Query Processor
overcomes many of the shortcomings of stratum im-
plementations and its efficiency is quite encouraging
and induces us to continue in this direction.
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